### OPD Clinic Schedule

**Neurosurgery**

**Prof. (Dr.) R. P. Sengupta**<br>M.Sc., FRCS, FRCS (Edin), FNASC (Ind)<br>Mon - Sat 10 am - 4 pm (By Appointment)

**Dr. Sunil Kumar Das**<br>(MS, MCH)<br>Tue, Thu & Sat 10 am - 4 pm

**Dr. Amit Kumar Ghosh**<br>DNB (Neurosurgery), FNS (Japan)<br>Tue, Thu, Sat 10 am - 4 pm

**Dr. Dipendra Kumar Pradhan**<br>MS, M.Ch (Neurosurgery)<br>Tue & Fri 10 am - 4 pm

**Dr. Debarshi Chatterjee**<br>M.S., M.Ch (Neurosurgery)<br>Mon, Thu, Sat 10 am - 4 pm

**Dr. Anindya Basu**<br>MS, MRCS, DNB, MNAMS<br>Mon, Wed, Fri 9 am - 01 pm

**Prof. (Dr.) B. C. Mohanty**<br>MS, MCh (Neurosurgery)<br>Mon, Wed, Fri 10 am - 01 pm

**Dr. Partha Ghosh**<br>MS (General Surgery), MS (Neuro)<br>Tue, Thu, Fri 10 am - 4 pm

**Dr. Debajyoti Pathak**<br>MS, MRCS, UK, MCH (Neurosurgery)<br>Tue, Thu, Fri 10 am - 4 pm

**Interventional Neuroradiology & Endovascular Surgery**

**Dr. Sukalyan Purkayastha**<br>MD, DNB, DM (Interventional Neuroradiology), CCST (UK)<br>Mon - Sat 10 am - 4 pm (By Appointment)

**Neurology**

**Dr. Hrishikesh Kumar**<br>MD, DM (Neuro)<br>Mon to Sat 10 am - 6 pm (Except Wednesday)<br>Noon - 12.30 pm (By Appointment)

**Dr. Ashis Datta**<br>MD, DM (Neuro)<br>Mon to Fri 10 am - 6 pm

**Dr. Jayanta Roy**<br>MD, DM (Neuro), Fellow<br>Mon to Sat 10 am - 6 pm

**Dr. Sibarth Shankar Anand**<br>MD, DM (Neuro)<br>Mon to Sat 10 am - 6 pm

**Dr. Shobhana A**<br>MD (Medicine), IDCCM<br>Mon to Sat 10 am - 6 pm

**Dr. Santosh Trivedi**<br>MD, DM (Neuro)<br>Sat 10 am - 2 pm (By Appointment)

**Dr. Anirban Ghosal**<br>MD, DM (Neuro)<br>Mon to Sat 10 am - 6 pm

**Dr. Jacky Ganguly**<br>MD, DM (Neuro)<br>Mon to Sat 10 am - 6 pm

**Dr. Chiranjib Das**<br>MD, DM (Neuro)<br>Mon to Sat 10 am - 6 pm

**Dr. Nilam Singh**<br>MD, DM (Neuro)<br>Mon - Sat 10 am - 6 pm

**Dr. Avik Mukherjee**<br>MD, DM (Neuro)<br>Mon to Sat 2 pm - 6 pm

**Dr. Subhadeep Banerjee**<br>MD, DM (Neuro)<br>Mon to Sat 10 am - 6 pm

**Dr. Soumava Mukherjee**<br>MD, DM (Neuro)<br>Mon to Sat 10 am - 6 pm

**Dr. Urmila Das**<br>MD, DM (Neuro)<br>Mon to Sat 10 am - 6 pm

**Dr. Ananya Sengupta**<br>MD, DM (Neuro)<br>Mon to Sat 10 am - 6 pm

**Dr. P. Hema Krishna**<br>MD, DM (Neuro)<br>Mon, Fri, Sat 10 am - 6 pm

**Dr. Arijit Bag**<br>MD, DM (Neuro)<br>Mon to Sat 10 am - 6 pm

**Pediatric Neurology**

**Dr. Jigyasa Sinha**<br>MD, Fellow Pediatric Neurology & Epilepsy, Training in White Matter Disorders (Netherlands)<br>Mon - Sat 10 am - 6 pm

**Dr. Pradip Paria**<br>MD (Pediatrics), DNB (Pediatrics Neurology)<br>PGIMER (Chandigarh)<br>Mon to Sat 3 pm - 7 pm

**Dr. Sonali Singh**<br>MD (Pediatrics), DNB (Pediatrics Neurology, AIMS)<br>Mon to Sat 10 am - 6 pm

**NeuroRehabilitation**

**Dr. Suparna Gangopadhyay**<br>MBBS, DGO, MD (Rehabilitation Medicine)<br>Mon, Wed, Thurs, Sat 11 am - 6 pm

**Dr. Sucheta Soha**<br>MBBS (Hons), DMRT, MD (Rehabilitation Medicine)<br>Mon, Wed, Thurs, Sat 11 am - 6 pm

**Consultants are available by prior appointments only**

**OPD Clinic Schedule**

**NeuroRehabilitation**

**Dr. Madhusree Sengupta**<br>MBBS, DNB, PDF (Neuro Rehabilitation)<br>Bhaela - Wed & Sat 10 am - 1 pm

**Units**

**Physiotherapy**

Rehabilitation Social Worker, Vocational & Psychological Counsellor<br>Mon to Sat 9 am - 6 pm

**Occupational Therapy**

Speech, Language, Swallowing Therapist & Audiologist<br>Tue / Fri 1 pm - 4 pm

**Orthotist & Prosthetist**

**Neuropsychiatry & Neuropsychology**

**Dr. Praveen Kumar**<br>MD (Psychiatry), Fellowship in Child and Adolescent Psychiatry (CMC Vellore)<br>Special Interest in Autism, ADHD, Developmental Delay, Adolescent Psychological Problems<br>Mon to Sat 10 am - 6 pm

**Dr. Souvik Chakraborty**<br>MD (Psychiatry), PDF (Child & Adolescent Psychiatry)<br>Mon to Sat 10 am - 6 pm

**Ms. Muktaleshna Mukhopadhyay**<br>MD (Clinical Psychology)<br>Mon to Sat 10 am - 6 pm

**Ms. Puja Das**<br>M.A. (Psychology), PG Dip. in Rehabilitation Psychology<br>Mon to Sat 10 am - 6 pm

**Ms Chandrani Talukdar**<br>M.A. (Psychology), PG Dip. in Rehabilitation Psychology<br>Mon to Sat 10 am - 6 pm

**Ms Anindita Biswas**<br>M.A. (Psychology), PG Dip. in Rehabilitation Psychology<br>Mon to Sat 10 am - 6 pm

**Ms Suchandra Chakraborty**<br>Clinical Psychologist (M.Phil)<br>Mon to Sat 10 am - 6 pm

**Pain Clinic**

**Prof. (Dr.) Bibhukalyani Das**<br>MD (Anaesthesiology), FIPP<br>Special interest in Neuro-Anaesthesia, Pain Medicine & Critical Care<br>Mon, Wed, Fri 11 am - 4 pm

**Neurotology (Vertigo & Deafness Clinic)**

**Dr. Anirban Biswas**<br>MBBS, DLO<br>Mon - Sat 11 am - 6 pm

**Allied Multispeciality Clinic**

**Dr. Shyamashis Das**<br>MD (Internal Medicine), DM (Rheumatology)<br>Mon to Sat 10 am - 6 pm

**Dr. Debanjali Sinha**<br>MD (Medicine), MRCP (UK), DM (Rheumatology)<br>Fellowship in SLE & Psoriatic Arthritis, University of Toronto, Canada<br>Mon to Sat 10 am - 6 pm

**Dr. Neha Agrawal**<br>MD (Internal Medicine), DM (Endocrinology & Metabolism)<br>Mon to Sat 10 am - 6 pm

**Dr. Neha Agrawal (Singh)**<br>MD Pediatrics, Fellowship in Pediatric Endocrinology (Liverpool, UK)<br>Mon to Sat 10 am - 6 pm

**Dr. Faisal Danish**<br>DLO (Gold Medalist)<br>ENT, Head Neck Surgeon<br>Mon, Wed & Fri 3 pm - 5 pm

**Dr. Anindya Sengupta**<br>MD (Internal Medicine)<br>Mon to Sat 10 am - 6 pm

**Dr. Manish Mukul Ghosh**<br>MD, MS, FRCS, FRCS (Plastic Surgeon)<br>Sat 9 am - 10 am (By Appointment)

**Dr. Arindam Banerjee**<br>FRCS, D. Orth Trauma (Vienne), M.Sc Orth (London)<br>Mon 4 pm - 5 pm

**Dr. Chandrachur Bhattacharya**<br>D. Orth, MS (Orth)<br>Tue & Thu 11 am - 1 pm

**Dr. Kesab Haldar**<br>MD (AIMS), FRCS Ed (Ophthal)<br>Tue, Thu & Sat 3 pm - 5 pm

**Dr. Rashmi Saraf**<br>MD (AIMS), FRCS Ed (Ophthal)<br>Mon, Wed & Fri 3 pm - 5 pm

**Schedules are subject to change without prior notice**

---

*dated: 14 Jun 2022*